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As a basic right, the constitutional restrictions of academic freedom are 
characterized by relativity and specification. As Laifan Lin professor indicates, 
we could not talk about the relativity of basic rights or abstract public interests 
in generalities，should make a specific consideration in specific circumstances. 
The connotation of academic freedom has translated from the freedom of 
defense from government to freedom which could be claimed by material and 
institutional safeguard. It has three sections, the freedom of defense from 
government, the beneficial freedom and the freedom of objective value. The 
article only talks about the constitutional restrictions of freedom of defense 
from government, and It means that the subject of academic freedom refuses to 
interference of government, or they could require to cease the infringing act. So 
as you can see, the connotation of freedom of defense from government 
contains freedom of research, freedom of teaching and freedom of study. And 
the one nation’s connotation of freedom of defense from government differs 
from other’s. 
The constitutional restrictions of academic freedom of other countries or 
regions at best become the reference standards for china, and in fact which 
standard we should adopt must accord to the specific situation. Simultaneously, 
due to the absence of the Chinese practice of constitutional review, the 
standards of constitutional restrictions of academic freedom may be vague 
because of the arbitrariness of person in power or self-opinion of commentator. 
So regardless of significance of other countries or regions standards to china, 
how to clarify the constitutional restrictions of academic freedom of defense 
from government is necessary. The article only chooses some representative 
countries or regions to discuss, such as Germany, Japan, the United States and 
Taiwan. Such as Article 5 Paragraph 3 of German Basic Law provides that art 















exempt the duty of loyalty of Constitution. According to German Basic Law, as 
a part of the academic freedom, the constitutional restrictions of teaching 
freedom should comply with the “loyalty clause”, and the “loyalty clause” asks 
for protection of the legal interest of “democracy and its system”. 
Finally, the article talks about the constitutional norms and two cases on 
academic freedom in china. The period of the development of constitutional 
norms on academic freedom is divided into two sections, the period before the 
establishment of New China and the period after the establishment of New 
China. And the two cases are representative constitutional cases, the highly 
controversial Tengfei Yuan case and the event that the Education Committee of 
Fujian Province and Provincial Department of Education issue the document of 
“Circular on Further Strengthening and Improving the Fujian Provincial 
Professional Ethics of College Teachers”. 
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法》（Export Control Act 2002）和美国“9.11”事件后颁布的《爱国者法案》
（The USA Patriot Act）就对学术自由权利构成了毁灭性的打击。③ 




                                                 
① 韩大元，林来梵，郑贤君.宪法学专题研究[M].北京：中国人民大学出版社，2004.228. 
② World University Service, “ The Lima Declaration on Academic Freedom and Autonomy of Institutions of 
HigherEducation”,www.karl.aegee.org/euro-lib/nsf/0/00c68d2c9b24d532c12568c200762937?OpenDocument,200
5-6-17.  转引自：谢海定.作为法律权利的学术自由权[J].中国法学，2005，（6）：16. 
③ See Duncan Graham-Rowe and Will Knight,“ UK bill would ‘infringe scientists’ freedom”,www. newscientist.              
com/article.ns?id=dn1944,2005-6-17;Ross Anderson, “Problems with the Export Control Bill”,http://www.cl.cam 
.ac.uk/~ria14/exportbill.html,2005-6-17;Jennifer Van Bergen, “ Repeal the USA Patriot Act”, Truthout (Apil 1-6. 
2002);Charles M. Vest, “Balancing Security and Openness in Research and Education”;Ronald Atlas,” Science 
Publishing in the Age of Bioterrorism”; Mitchel B. Wallerstein , “After the Cold War: A New Calculus for Science 
and Security”, all in ACADEME ONLINE September-October 2003 Volume 89,Number 5; “The special 
committee’s Report on Academic Freedom and National Security in a Time of Crisis” by AAUP, in ACADEME 
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